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Introduction
The RNA world hypothesis suggests that RNA was the main player in the cell in the origin of
life, and later it evolved to DNA and different proteins [1, 2]. The fact that RNA conveys the
genetic information like DNA and also works as a catalyzer in chemical reactions, similar to
proteins and enzymes, supports this hypothesis.
Since the discovery of key regulatory roles of RNA in the cell, RNA related research has
earned even more attention [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. One fundamental aspect of RNA is the folding
process, which leads to the secondary structure of RNA. The proved biological significance of
RNA secondary structure has cleared the necessity of tool development for RNA structure
determination or prediction.
Due to the complexity of experimental methods for RNA structure determination, similar to
other experimental fields and measurement processes in the wet lab, computational RNA
structure prediction methods have emerged and evolved during the past four decades.
Although the development of different novel methods, based on the thermodynamic features
of RNA [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] and machine learning techniques [14, 15, 16], made a noticeable
progress in RNA structure prediction, still the accuracy of existing tools is not satisfying.
Chapter one of this thesis reviews some of the known RNA structure prediction algorithms
and methods to date. Numerous tools and techniques have been published to address this
problem, but here we chose the most novel and superior algorithms, which could change the
common perception in their time.
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Chapter one contains two main sections. The first section or background includes the
motivation of the work with addressing biological role, secondary structure significance, and the
essentiality of computational RNA structure prediction.
In methods review, comparative and dynamic programming based algorithms are explained;
however, our focus here is the latter. Some of the most popular algorithms are mentioned, and
their improvements over their previous ones are justified.
Chapter two starts with addressing the gaps, possible improvements and available areas for
work in RNA secondary structure prediction. However, the focus of this part is on the intrinsic
limitation of energy models as one of those gaps. Accordingly, a method is introduced that helps
to discover the intrinsic limitation of an energy model. This section focuses on the concept of
learnability of the parameters of an energy model, which helps to check the capability of the
model. The necessary condition for learnability and the dynamic programming algorithm to
verify this condition is provided in the rest of this context. Results and conclusions are the last
sections of this thesis. The majority of the content of chapter two has been published in [63].
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CHAPTER 1
Background
RNA: biological role
Messenger RNAs (mRNAs) might be the most popular family of RNAs, but RNA role in the
cell is not summarized to only an intermediate state of the information transition process between
DNA and protein [3, 4, 5, 6]. Discovery of non-coding RNAs (ncRNA), which unlike mRNAs
are not translated to protein, started a few years ago and by coincidence at first. Everyday a
larger number of ncRNAs are identified in different species.
ncRNAs can be categorized based on different features. Their lengths vary between ~22nt for
microRNAs (miRNAs), 100nt to 200nt for small RNAs (sRNAs) and to more than 10,000nt for
long ncRNAs in evolved eukaryotes [3, 8]. Obviously these different families of ncRNAs
function differently.
miRNAs play a significant role in translation process. With binding to mRNAs, they can
prevent translation while keeping the mRNA stable in the environment. In this case, ncRNAs
regulate

gene expression in the cell. In plants, microRNAs usually bind to a perfect

complementary strand of mRNA. In animals, miRNA and the target mRNA pairing follows a
pattern but it is not as perfect as what happens in plants. More than one third of human genes are
expected to be regulated by miRNAs [7].
On the other hand, some ncRNAs known as small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) are responsible
for mRNA degradation. These RNAs also control gene expression through a process called RNA
interference. siRNAs are small fragments of double stranded RNAs (dsRNAs) that lead a
chaperone protein to the target mRNA to silence its expression.
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Some non-coding RNAs inhibit the transcription process by binding to the transcription
factor. As an example in human body, 7SK RNA binds to P-TEFb and suppresses the
transcription. ncRNAs affect the RNA modification process. Some of them control the premRNA splicing and others bind to RNA to modify the methylation. Moreover, it has been shown
that the effect of ncRNAs in protein stability and transportation is significant [3]. It is known that
the RNA sequence is not the only important piece of information in these scenarios. RNA
structure also affects the chemical reactions and pairing processes.

Secondary and tertiary structure
RNA bases have the tendency to pair with each other; this base pairing changes the strand of
RNA to a structured molecule. RNA secondary structure is simply the list of base pairs.
Tertiary structure of RNA is the three dimensional shape of RNA molecule and its atoms
locations in the space. Different experimental techniques have been developed for tertiary
structure determination. Figure 1 is an example of the secondary and tertiary structures.
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Figure 1 - The secondary and tertiary structures of yeast tRNAPhe. Colors show the corresponding parts of the
structures [58].

Clearly, RNA structure affects its functionality. In more accurate words, after pairing some
parts are less likely to interact, and some parts have more inclination to play a role in chemical
reactions.

RNA structure importance
Identifying RNA structure helps to understand RNA functionality mechanism, which is of
importance due to RNA’s significant role in biological processes. This information can also be
used for synthetic RNA design to fulfill specific roles in a designed environment [20]. The
domain of synthetic biology advances every day, and building novel cells and organisms is on
the way. However, without complete knowledge of each constituent particle, reaching a perfect
design is not possible.
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RNA secondary structure can help to interpret the tertiary structure, and provides us with that
part of the information, which is required to discover the influence and importance of the
structure for RNA.
Also, the energy correspondent to the tertiary structure is less than the energy involved in the
secondary structure creation, which means that the secondary structure is more stable and
effective [21].

Why computational prediction
Similar to most other experimental methods, determining RNA secondary structure in the wet
lab is time consuming and costly. Some of the high accuracy methods are X-ray crystallography,
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), and Cryo-electron microscopy. There also exist some
techniques with lower resolution such as chemical or enzymatic probing, thermal denaturation,
mass spectrometry, and RNA engineering [22].
As a consequence, computational methods and algorithms have been developed during last
four decades to predict RNA secondary structure. In some cases, the result of experimental
process can be given to a computational method as a part of input. Chemical modification
techniques [23, 24], which use a special chemical with the ability to interact only with specific
types of paired or unpaired nucleotides, are in this group of experiments. These techniques work
based on the fact that paired nucleotides are less likely to interact. SHAPE or Selective 2’Hydroxyl acylation Analyzed by Primer Extension also uses a chemical such as N- methylisotoic
anhydride (NMIA), which reacts with the backbone of RNA, and this reaction is more likely in
the flexible part of RNA or the single stranded part [25].
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Methods Review
RNA secondary structure prediction methods can be categorized in two general groups:
i.

Comparative methods,

ii.

Dynamic programming based methods.

However, these two classes of RNA structure prediction techniques have a fair intersection
and are not completely separate. One can be augmented by the other one, or help to improve the
result of the other one in a pipeline. Here, our concentration is on the second group of
algorithms.

Comparative methods
It has been observed that RNA structure is more stable than the sequence through the
evolution. Like other strands of genetic information over time, RNA bases change in different
ways. Although mutations change the nucleotides, it has been seen that this change happens in a
way that the pairing potential of bases stays untouched in most of the cases, for instance C
changes to A and G changes to U, so CG converts to AU. These types of sites in RNAs, which
are different in strand but the same in pairing pattern are called co-varying sites [18].
Hence, if a set of homologous RNA sequences, which came from different species or even
one organism is available, then valuable information for RNA secondary structure of that line of
RNA can be extracted from their alignment.
The comparative method is still the most trusted one. For ribosomal RNA, the accuracy of the
comparative method is about 97% of predicted pairs [27]. However, one important drawback of
this method is that a big set of homologous sequences is necessary to predict the structure of a
new member of the group. Additionally, comparative method is a mostly manual one, due to the
required human supervision for the alignment step. It is important to notice that this alignment is
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not just the sequence alignment, but the structures need to be consistent with the sequence
alignment too. Figure 2 shows an example. In this figure, each piece of aligned sequence is
correspondent to the piece with the same color in 2D structure.
This picture illustrates how sequence alignment alone can mask some important information
[18].

Figure 2 - A sequence alignment [59, 60] by MUSCLE [61], the structural alignment of 5S rRNA sequences [59], and
the secondary structure of the first sequence [18].

However, researchers have tried to improve the automation degree of the comparative method
[27, 28, 29, 31, 32, 56]. These semi-automated approaches can be classified in three categories,
which are shown in Figure 3 [26].
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Figure 3 – Automated approaches for comparative prediction of RNA structure [26]

In the first category, the result of multiple sequence alignment is used to find a consensus
structure for all the relevant sequences. Generally, the output of sequence alignment provides us
with some information about the conserved base pairs, and this information combined with the
thermodynamics, for instance in RNAalifold [28] or probabilistic models based on stochastic
context-free grammars like in Pfold [29], gives a comprehensive result.
In this approach an initial alignment is required; this is the main weakness of these methods
because of the strict dependency of the result quality on the multiple sequence alignment
accuracy.
In the second category, alignment and finding the consensus structure for a set of homologous
sequences happen at the same time. This family of algorithms is very time consuming (usually
time complexity of O(n6)) and needs huge amount of memory (O(n4)). A well-known algorithm
for simultaneous alignment and folding is the Sankoff algorithm [30], which has been used in
FOLDALIGN [31] and Dynalign [32].
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When little conserved is in the sequences, their structures are to be predicted first, and then
those structures are aligned, but a method to predict those structures is required. Most methods in
the second category are not effective for a novel ncRNA; just a few of them such as evefold [33]
and RNAz [34] can be used for genome wide search and prediction of the structure of a new
RNA [54]. However even for these methods, the fact that their efficacy is dependent on the
initial alignment remains unchanged.

Dynamic programming based methods

For those situations that no set of homologous or relevant sequences are available,
development of de novo methods is inevitable. For the last few decades, different algorithms
have been introduced to address this issue; some of these algorithms are discussed here.

Nussinov method or base pair maximization

The Nussinov’s algorithm [11] uses the simple idea of base pairing maximization. Now this
way of RNA structure prediction may seem very inefficient and meaningless; however, in 1978
it was a major step forward for computational techniques in this field. That method considers
canonical base pairs CG and AU and the wobble base pair GU, and the goal is to find the
structure with the maximum possible number of base pairs. To have a biologically meaningful
structure as the outcome of this algorithm, some constraints are considered. Based on chemical
and biological observation, for the vast majority of cases, each base may be involved with only
one other nucleotide in pairing.
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Consider
length of

is the secondary structure of sequence
when

are the structure base pairs (

with the

means the nucleotide in position and the

one in position are paired.)
For a problem to be solved using a dynamic programming algorithm, the problem should be
divisible to smaller but similar sub-problems, and this fact imposes a limitation: if a nucleotide is
inside a loop (an unpaired part of the strand which ends with base pairs forming a double helix),
it cannot pair with a base outside that loop, i.e.
and

or

, then

cannot happen at the same time. This situation will be explained more in pseudoknot

section. The score of base pairing is shown with
and ,

. If there is a possible base pair between

, and if there is not any base pair there,

.

A straightforward dynamic programming algorithm can be used to find the structure with
maximum number of possible base pairs. An

table keeps the folding information of sub-

strands. The following recursion provides the result:

 (i  1, j )


 (i, j  1)

 (i, j )  max 
  (i  1, j  1)   (i, j )
max i  k  j [ (i, k )   (k  1, j )]
Where

and

(1)

, i.e. there can be no base pair between a nucleotide

and its neighbor nor itself.
The first case corresponds to the situation that we know

is not involved in any pair. The

second one shows the same thing for . The third case happens when

is a pair. The last case,

which is known as bifurcation, considers breaking the structure into two sub-structures, when
there is no base pair between
shown in Figure 4.

and

if

and

. These four cases are also
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Figure 4 – Four possible cases in the Nussinov’s algorithm [17].

Although this algorithm really yields the structure with the maximum possible base pairs, and
it satisfies the mentioned limitations, the output structure is not usually biologically relevant in
practice. Therefore, the necessity of improving the computational methods based on biological
and chemical insight became undeniable.
Minimum Free Energy (MFE)
It was mentioned before that RNA folding which leads to RNA secondary structure is a chain
of chemical reactions like base pairing. Similar to any other chemical reaction, the structure of
RNA in equilibrium is the one with minimum free energy, in most cases [35].
Gibbs free energy
The Gibbs free energy is that portion of the energy of a system that can do non-mechanical
work. The change of the Gibbs free energy, when an unpaired RNA strand converts to its
secondary structure, represents the spontaneity of the relevant reactions. The Gibbs free energy is
–

,

(2)

where T is the temperature and P is the pressure, H shows enthalpy and S represents entropy
[35].
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In general, when
equilibrium; and when

, the reaction is spontaneous; when

, the system is at

, the reaction is not spontaneous, where

is the

difference between energy after a reaction and before that reaction.
means the products of the process are more stable than the reactants, or they are
in a lower level of energy. Usually, lower free energy is equivalent to more stability; however,
the energy level of RNA can be in a locally minimum point, and still RNA may be very stable.
Energy model
To estimate RNA secondary structure free energy, researchers decompose the structure to a
set of sub-structures or building features. The free energy of each sub-structure has been
measured in the wet lab using very short strands of RNA which fold into the studied structure.
Figure 5 shows an instance of these features. The choice of these building features together with
their energies is the energy model. The most popular energy model (Figure 5) is the Turner or
Nearest Neighbor energy model [36]. In the Nearest Neighbor model, the free energy is
determined based on the base pairs and their close neighbors.
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Figure 5 – RNA building blocks in the Turner energy model

The free energy of RNA structure is the sum of the free energies of its sub-structures. That
means the structure can be decomposed to its building blocks, and the energies of those blocks
are independent. Figure 6 shows an example of how this computation works.
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Figure 6 –Different sub-structures have different amount of free energies.

The Zuker’s algorithm

One of the first algorithms which considered thermodynamic characteristics of different
features of RNA secondary structure was the Zuker’s algorithm [37, 38]. This algorithm was a
dynamic programming solution with running time complexity of
improved to a version with the complexity of

first, and then it was

.

Zuker considered hairpin loops, stacked pairs (stems), internal loops, external bases or single
stranded parts, and multi-loops, using nearest neighbor model. The Zuker’s algorithm uses two
tables

and

and pre-specified free energy for different sub-structures.

keeps

the minimum free energy of all feasible structures for sub-sequence

, and

is the

minimum free energy of all the possible structures for sub-sequence

where

is a base

pair. Free energy relations for different features are specified below.
Hairpin loop:
Multi-loop:
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Bulge or Internal loop:
Here,

is the direct cost of multi loop, and

is the cost of an internal loop.

This method is the basis of Mfold [39] and RNAfold (in Vienna package) [40] tools for RNA
secondary structure prediction.
The Zuker’s algorithm is a pioneer method, and like any other first, there are some drawbacks
which kept the way open for other novel ideas to improve this field.
First, the Nearest Neighbor energy model is not a perfect model because the energy of each
building feature of RNA is not dependent only on its closest neighbor in reality. Generally,
sequence is not the only factor in RNA folding. The cell environment, other particles or chemical
processes can affect the structure too.
Second, RNA is not always in its equilibrium state, and for some RNAs, such as riboswitches
and tRNAs, more than one secondary structure have been observed [41, 42].
Third, due to the nesting characteristic of our RNA models that is essential for a dynamic
programming algorithm, some features cannot be considered simply. One of the most significant
and challenging ones is pseudoknot. The Zuker’s algorithm could not consider this feature.
Suboptimal structures
The first approach to address the fact that the optimal structure may not be unique was suboptimal structure prediction [37, 39]. Zuker et al. [37] suggested using specific biological
observation, as prior knowledge for the algorithm, to improve the prediction. Then the structures
in the range of five or ten percent of the minimum free energy are chosen and evaluated
biologically to find the sub-optimal structures.
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Partition function
The second and more efficient way is the utilization of partition function, besides the
minimum free energy. The accuracy of the Zuker’s and similar algorithms are limited. It means
some of the predicted pairs exist and the rest of them have been predicted incorrectly. Partition
function calculation, which provides the likelihood of correctness of a base pair, enhances the
accuracy of prediction.
The equilibrium constant of a chemical reaction of

is calculated as below.

(3)

Here,

and

are the concentration of

For structure

of strand

in the environment at equilibrium state.

of of RNA,

possible structure for the strand,
energy level difference between
and

and

; when

is the set of all possible structures for , and
and the unpaired state of that RNA .

is a
is the

shows the temperature,

is the gas constant.

Sum of these constants for all possible structures of one strand of RNA is the partition
function.

(4)

The probability of a specific feature, like a base pair, to happen is the sum of equilibrium
constants of structures containing that feature, divided by the partition function. Those most
probable base pairs, identified this way, are the ones more likely to be part of experimentally
observed structure.
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In 1990, McCaskill proposed a dynamic programming algorithm for partition function
calculation [13]. This algorithm, which works with the time complexity of

, is explained in

Figure 7.

Figure 7 - McCaskill algorithm [19].

Today, the recursion diagrams used in this figure are the standard way for RNA structure
prediction dynamic programming algorithm [9, 10].
Partition function integrated with free energy minimization, which helps to specify the more
probable features, has been implemented in RNAstructure [51] and Vienna package [40].
Pseudoknots
Pseudoknots are one type of those features that do not follow the nesting characteristic of
RNA. Very little thermodynamic information about pseudoknots exists, and this information
cannot be easily measured experimentally. Different sets of parameters for pseudoknots are
available based on polymer model and lattice model [43, 44].
As mentioned in the Zuker’s algorithm, pseudoknot happens if both
the structure while

and

pairs occur in

. Figure 8 shows examples of pseudoknots in different RNA.
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Figure 8- Pseudoknots Examples [55].

Due to this complexity as a consequence of the difference between pseudoknots and simpler
features like hairpin loops, pseudoknots were not considered in several researches for RNA
structure prediction at first. In fact, it has been shown that RNA structure prediction with
pseudoknots using the Nearest Neighbor model is NP-hard [57]. But their existence in ribosomal
RNA, ribozymes and viral RNA made it necessary to develop tools for predicting structures
including pseudoknots [10].
In 1999, Rivas and Eddy addressed this gap in their paper and presented a dynamic
programming for it [9]. Before that, some methods based on maximum weighted matching
(MWM) [45] were introduced [46, 47]. In general, MWM builds a graph with nucleotides of
RNA as the vertices. In this graph, edges are the pairing relations between two bases, and each
edge has a weight. For the best outcome, the weight of an edge between two vertices can be
computed using mutual information between the correspondent positions in a multiple sequence
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alignment of homologous sequences. The goal is to find the set of non-conflicting base pairs,
which have the highest sum of associated weights [46].
That algorithm is time and space efficient with the time complexity of

, and it produces

acceptable outcome; however, MWM needs a pre-alignment of sequences for the best result [9,
46]. Without this pre-alignment, MWM on a single sequence is essentially base pair
maximization, which is not biologically accurate.
Hence, a technique to find the secondary structure of RNA when only one strand of RNA is
available was needed.

Figure 9- General recursion for

in right and

in left [9].

Rivas and her collaborator used the Turner energy model as the basis of their model, but some
new parameters correspondent to pseudoknots were used to boost the model. Similar to the
Zuker’s algorithm, they considered two matrices

and

.

keeps the

recursion score for the strand to , in those situations where the relation between and is not
determined.

is the score for sub-sequence between and , when they are paired. Figure

9 illustrates the dynamic programming recursions of their algorithm without pseudoknots.
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If

or irreducible surface is a loop that cannot be decomposed into smaller ones anymore,
shows the score for an IS with the order of n, where

and

are

paired. The order shows the number of secondary interaction inside a surface. Hairpins, bulges,
stems and internal loops are ISs with the order of two. Multiloops which have larger order than
two have an approximate score.

(5)
In this relation,
of multi loop.

represents the closing base pair score in a multi loop, M is the general score
is the score corresponding to the loops inside a multi loop.

and

have

the same recursion, but one of them happens inside a base pair.

(6)

P is the penalty for an external base-pair, and Q stand for the single stranded nucleotide.
To add pseudoknots, they defined two new and more general matrices, gap matrices or
matrices with a hole,
described by two hole matrices.

and

. Figure 10 shows how a pseudoknot can be
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Figure 10 - Pseudoknots with two gap matrices [9].

In

, there is a base pair between and and also

and

is not known. They also introduced

and . For

for the situation in which there is a pair between

and , but the relation between and is undetermined.
Clearly,

and

, the relation of and , and

shows the reverse case.

are a specific version of the gap matrices. The point here is the

augmentation of these matrices into the dynamic programming. For this purpose, another
situation which shows the pseudoknots can be added to
recursion for
.

and

and . Diagrams in Figure 11 show the

including the pseudoknots. This algorithm has a worst-case complexity of
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Figure 11 - Recursion for

in right and

in left with pseudoknot [9].

In this method, just a limited type of pseudoknots are considered, and in those cases that a
knot needs more than two gap matrices to be described, or in other words when for the
presentation of a pseudoknot on the paper, base pair lines cross each other, the problem is not
solvable by this algorithm.
In 2003, Dirks and Pierce suggested a new partition function based algorithm for
pseudoknotted RNA structure prediction by dynamic programming [10]. They considered the
concept of gap matrices with more details and possible situations. Their basic algorithm had the
time order of
complexity to

but using a function called fastil-loop for interior loops they improved the
.

One other difference between their dynamic programming and the one by Rivas et al. [9] is
that in the recursion, they consider the right most base pair inside a surface. This small change
helps to avoid redundancy and generating the same combination of features several times.
They defined different tables including:

and

.

is the table

correspondent to general situation, when the relation between and is not determined.
keeps the score for the sub-sequence

, when

and

are known to be paired. For sub-
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sequence

inside a multi loop when there is at least one base pair or pseudoknot in this

interval, the partition function is kept in
of a pseudoknot filling the interval between
difference that

.
and .

on the other hand conveys the penalty
has the same recursion as

, with the

presents the partition function for the strand inside a pseudoknot. Next figure

demonstrates these recursions.

Figure 12 – Recursions of partition function tables in [10].

As mentioned before, the chemical and thermodynamic features of pseudoknots have not been
determined by experiment. Also, although the Dirks et al. [10] algorithm is relatively
comprehensive, still the types of knots that they consider are limited due to the increase in the
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complexity of algorithm. Hence, the necessity of generating new scoring sets and methods was
felt.
Stochastic context free grammar
Some of the RNA secondary structure algorithms function based on stochastic context free
grammars [48, 49, 50]. In this family of algorithms, there are two main parts [15, 49]:
First, a set of transformation rules. One example is:

Different rules stand for different features. For instance,

represents

the rules for canonical base pair generation.
Second, a probability value, which is associated to each rule. For example the rule
likely with the chance of

is

.

The set of transformation rules that produces the sequence with the highest probability
provides the structure. If there is sequence

with the structure

In this

representation, the matching pair of parentheses shows a base pair. For this sequence we have the
parse

:

Therefore, the joint probability of these rules is

.

These probability parameters can be learned and optimized for different sets of rules and
input. If the data set is a set of RNA sequences

s and their observed structures

s, and

represents the probability values for different features such as different loops,
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s have to be chosen such that they maximize the joint likelihood

of the training

set of sequences and structures [15].
These methods do not have a high rate of accuracy in general. Dowell and Eddy reported the
accuracy of around 55% for their SCFG based methods using different grammars on different
sets of RNA [49]. Mfold [39] and RNAstructure [51] algorithms, which work based on the
Zuker’s method, have more than 70% accuracy.
Contrafold
RNA structure prediction methods based on MFE have evolved during the past decades, but
still some intrinsic characteristics of the minimum free energy technique keep the accuracy of
this method limited.
Contrafold [15] uses a similar concept as SCFG, but it considers more expressive features
than usual SCFG based methods. That algorithm works based on conditional log-linear models
(CLLMs). The feature set can be shown by
correspondent weight
have

. If

is the sequence and

, and each feature has a
is one of its parsings to the structure , we

, which is the joint likelihood of sequence x and the parse

in a

log linear form.
To learn the parameters, the algorithm maximizes the conditional likelihood of the structures
or

and not the joint likelihood. Discriminative or conditional likelihood is

superior to joint likelihood in this case since it generates the best set of weights without modeling
the input distribution.
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Contrafold does not consider penalty for special hairpin loops like the loop with special type
of closing base pair and avoids generating different sizes of tables for internal loops to prevent
over fitting. It keeps a set of more efficient features but limits the number of them.
There is another feature in Contrafold which is worth mentioning in this context. In the
dynamic programming process of the algorithm, there is a coefficient

which helps to adjust the

confidence level of the method about its prediction.
Assume

is a candidate structure and

is the true structure, the

number of correctly predicted single nucleotides plus

is the

times the number of correctly predicted

base pairs. The goal is to maximize the expected value of this accuracy over different structures
of a sequence. If

represents the conditional probability to have the pair

, and

is the

probability to have an unpaired nucleotide in the th place of the sequence, the following
recursion holds to compute

in which L is the length of the

strand.

(7)

They use the concept of maximum expected accuracy here. To find the optimal structure one
can trace back this recursion. Clearly for larger value of , algorithm predicts more base pairs
and for the smaller value, it considers more probable base pairs.
Contrafold algorithm is one of the most accurate ones in the field with the accuracy rate of
~75%, and can be called the state-of-art algorithm.
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One problem with Contrafold is that it is slow, and this is a challenge specially in the case of
having large training set. Another drawback is that it does not consider any error or noise in the
input, for instance the structure

may not be the minimum free energy structure for

since the

feature set is not perfect. In fact, Contrafold may ignore the chemical and thermodynamics
observations.
In [52], the authors mentioned these problems and suggested a constraint generation method
for parameter estimation, which considers both feasibility of the predicted structures and the
thermodynamic data. The structure can be found by finding the solution of a series of constraints.
They reported 7% higher accuracy than the standard Turner model parameters and 5% better
accuracy than Contrafold in large data sets.
Contextfold
In 2011, Zakov et al. published a paper on rich parameterization for RNA structure prediction
[14]. They analyzed the effect of increasing the amount of information that different structure
prediction models use and showed that more comprehensive and elaborated models enhance the
accuracy of prediction. Their proposed model has 70,000 different features, but still the running
time is manageable. They showed that their algorithm can predict the RNA structure by an
accuracy of ~85%.
They defined two different categories of features: binary features and real-valued features. For
binary features the occurrence value is 1 if it happens in the sequence and 0 otherwise. For realvalued features, the occurrence value can be a function of the length of the sequence of that
feature. Representing these occurrence values by
weights, we have:

s and considering

s as the correspondent
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(8)
Here,

is the score of sequence

and structure , and the aim of the algorithm is to

find W such that it minimizes the expected cost of having

from . To train the system, they

use a discriminative structure prediction learning algorithm based on the Collins work in [53].
These types of algorithms, which can work with a large data set, are common for natural
language settings.
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CHAPTER 2

The RNA Newton Polytope and Learnability of energy parameters
Various components of common tools for RNA structure prediction can be studied more, but
the main aspect of these methods is their dependency on a thermodynamic based set of features
or energy model. In general, the explained algorithms tried to expand the model or develop more
capable parameter estimation methods; still the progress does not meet the expectation.
The first weakness of these tools is pseudoknots. Pseudoknots and other not-nested blocks of
RNA structure still cannot be considered properly, with all of their details. As mentioned,
existing algorithms simplify the problem and consider some special cases of them and not the
general features yet. Some of the most accurate tools like Contrafold exclude pseudoknots from
their models.
The second issue is the running time. Since RNA structure prediction methods, which
estimate the parameters, need a large set of training data to generate an acceptable outcome,
these tools are usually slow. Also running a not learning-based minimum free energy tool for a
big set of RNA is time consuming. Improving the complexity of these algorithms without
compromising the accuracy is necessary. One possible solution is to use approximation of
partition function as a substitute of the exact value.
In [62], we explored this possibility and introduced an algorithm to compute the upper bound
of partition function. The final goal of this work is to have a fast and efficient algorithm for the
upper bound and lower band approximation of partition function, using sparse folding.
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Still the main problem of RNA secondary structure tools is the limited accuracy. Contrafold
and Contextfold as the best tools to date, consider a large set of features, and train the system to
find the best set of correspondent parameters to these features, but the question here is why they
cannot exceed this level of accuracy.
We believe that the conventional energy models may not have the intrinsic capability of
predicting the RNA structure with higher accuracy. Hence, this potential, which shows the
suitability of an energy model, should be measured or analyzed.
The rest of this thesis addresses this problem. We have defined the concept of learnability for
the parameters of an energy model. We say that “the parameters of an energy model are
learnable if and only if there exists at least one set of such parameters that renders every known
RNA structure to date, the minimum free energy structure.” In this work the notion of Newton
polytope has been used to explain the necessary condition for an energy model to be learnable
[63].

In most of the methods reviewed here, there is a set of alphabets or rules and a scoring
function. The goal is to find the word with optimal score, and this word is correspondent to a
secondary structure. For instance in Contextfold [14], the free energy is:
(9)
In which

is the energy model parameters, and

coordination, we use

as the notion of energy model parameters, and

feature vector, from this point. Clearly,
the model.

is the feature vector. For the sake of
shows the

denotes the number of different rules or alphabets in
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(10)
Where

, and

is the set of all possible structures of .

Hence, we are looking for

such that for every strand and its secondary structure

:

(11)
Existence of such

means 100% accuracy is achievable, and we call this energy model a

learnable one; however, such
existence of this

may not exist. We introduce the necessary condition for

and a dynamic programming algorithm for its verification.

Methods

Necessary condition for Learnability
Assume

is the structure which minimizes the free energy function . Furthermore, we have:
(12)

If we replace

here,
(13)
(14)

We can write
(15)
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Where

is the feature ensemble of sequence x or

The convex hull of

.

is what we call the Newton polytope of .
(16)

The above relations imply that
of the convex hull of

places on the boundary

.

Proof. Let’s assume
Polytope. It means

. In other words,

does not lie on the boundary of

, i.e.

such that there is a sphere centered at

which completely places inside

. If this sphere shown by

is inside the
with the radius of ,

, then
(17)

Clearly,

, and

(18)

As a result, p is a linear combination of the feature vectors in

.
(19)
(20)

Hence, at least for one
(21)
But this is in contradiction with (15).
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Hence, a necessary condition for existence of

is that the feature vector

boundary of

the Newton polytope of , where structure

strand ,

.

lies on the

minimizes the free energy of

Newton Polytope
In wet lab, different thermodynamic features of RNA are measured, and one of those is
melting curve. Melting curve analysis helps to improve the estimation of energy parameters, and
partition function plays the role of relating the measurement and energy parameters [14].
Let

and

, if we replace

in the partition function
(22)
We define

s as
(23)

Then, the partition function is in a polynomial form
(24)
The Newton polytope of a polynomial is the convex hull of its monomials power vectors.
Therefore, the relation between the melting curve measurement and energy parameters turns into
a set of polynomial equations, and computing their Newton polytopes is a way to solve them.
(25)
Hence, the Newton polytope name is used here.
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The next relations stand for two polynomials

and ,
(26)
(27)

Minkowski sum of two polytopes, denoted by

[64], is defined by
(28)

Dynamic programming algorithm
A dynamic programming algorithm needs to be defined to compute the Newton polytope.
With the polytope available, we can check if the feature vector lies on the boundary.
For strand

of length L, we denote the th nucleotide by

and th nucleotides by

and the subsequence between th

. The Newton polytope of this subsequence is denoted by

.
The same dynamic programming used for calculating partition function in [10, 13, 14] can be
transformed to a divide and conquer strategy for Newton polytope computation. Fig.7 illustrates
the details of the recursions in partition function calculation; however, for the case of Newton
polytope, the below transformations are required.
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Table 1 - Transformation between Partition Function and Newton Polytope dynamic programming.

Partition Function

Newton Polytope

Multiplication

Minkowski sum

Summation

Convex hull of union

Here, we consider A-U, C-G, and G-U base pair counting energy model. These are the same
features as those ones that Nussinov considered in [11]. The three dimensional feature vector is

Where

is the number of A-U base pairs,

is the number of C-G, and

is

the number of G-U base pairs in secondary structure s. Clearly, any energy model with more
features can be treated similarly using above transformations.
The following dynamic programming produces the result we need.

(29)

The base situation is

. First, the Newton polytope is calculated for the

subsequences with the length of one, after that for the subsequences with the length of two, and it
continues to the whole sequence of .
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This strategy provides us with the Newton polytope of ,

. Also,

, which is the

feature vector of experimentally determined structure, is available for different set of RNAs.
Therefore, the problem is reduced to check if
of

, i.e.

places on the boundary

.

Implementation
The proposed dynamic programming algorithm for computation of the Newton polytope has
been implemented in MATLAB. Also, other related codes, which help in analysis of the result,
are written in MATLAB. MATLAB has its own convex hull function, which works with one of
the fastest algorithm for convex hull computation, Quick hull [66]. The Minkowski sum of two
polytopes was simply implemented as the pair wise summation of vertices of those two
polytopes.
It is important to note that there are two common ways to represent a polytope, and each
approach has its own advantages. A polytope can be represented by its vertices, i.e. as a set of
points. Also a polytope can be defined by a set of inequalities or its half planes. The former or
the vertex representation, which is used here, is more convenient for the Minkowski sum
calculation, but half plane representation is more efficient for convex hull of union. The most
complex part in this method is the convex hull computation, which makes the worst case
complexity of our algorithm exponential.
To check if

lies on the boundary of

planes (or edges) that build the boundary of

,

the distance between

and the

is calculated. In some cases for this

calculation, function ‘p-poly-dist’ has been used [67]. Clearly,

means that the feature
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vector places on the boundary, and the necessary condition for learnability is satisfied. In the
case that

is inside the Newton polytope, this calculated distance is positive.

As input, 2300 unpseudoknotted RNA sequences and their experimentally determined
structures from RNA STRAND v2.0 database have been used (65). The lengths of those
sequences vary from 4 nt to ~1000 nt. The wide range of RNA lengths in this data set makes it
proper for our application. The implemented program ran on 2.5 GHz 12 Core AMD Opteron
CPU.

Results
After computing the Newton polytope for each strand and extracting their feature vectors
from experimentally observed structures,

the distance between them is calculated. Besides

for the three dimensional energy model, Newton polygon for a two dimensional model,
correspondent to A-U and C-G pairs, is also calculated.
Figures 13, 14, and 15 demonstrate the Newton polytopes from the 3D model and the Newton
polygons from the 2D model for three different RNA strands. The first RNA is a ribosomal RNA
with 116 nt. Using the 2D energy model, the distance between boundaries of polytope and the
feature vector is 10; however, in three dimensional model
polygon and

.

gets closer to the Newton
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Figure 13 - (Top) The 3D Newton Polytope of a Ribosomal RNA,
RNA,

. (Bottom) The 2D Newton Polygon of the same
.

In Figure 14, RNA is a shorter one with 32 nt in length. In that case, the feature vector lies on
the boundary of the polytope in three dimensional energy model, but in 2D model

.
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There is no G-U pair in the structure of this RNA, and as a result in 3D model, the feature vector
places on the face

.

Figure 14 - (Top) The 3D Newton Polytope of HIV RRE-IIB RNA,
RNA,

. (Bottom) The 2D Newton Polygon of the same
.
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The third RNA in Figure 15 is a 121 nt long E. coli 5s Ribosomal RNA. In this example, the
distance is not different in the two energy models.

Figure 15 - (Top) The 3D Newton Polytope of 5S Ribosomal RNA,
RNA,
.

. (Bottom) The 2D Newton Polygon of the same
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Clearly in 3D model, we expect a 3D volume as the result; however, there are some
exceptional cases that produce 2D polygons or just a line as the Newton polytope in 3D energy
model. The reason is that one or two types of base pairs cannot happen in the secondary
structure, for instance when the strand does not include one or two types of the bases.
The histograms of the calculated distance

are demonstrated in Figure 16 and Figure 18.

Other two histograms in Figure 17 and Figure 19 are correspondent to the normalized distance.
In 3D model, distance is normalized with the third root of the polytope volume, and in 2D model
the normalization factor is the square root of polygon area.

Figure 16-Histogram of

in the 3D energy Model.
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Figure 17- Histogram of normalized

in 3D model.

These histograms are all based on the computed distance for 2300 strands of RNA. In Figure
16, which illustrates the distance histogram for 3D model, we can see that for 934 or 41% of
strands,

. For 439 (20%) of RNAs, the distance between the feature vector and the Newton

polytope is less than or equal to one and not zero. Only for less than 1% of strands, this distance
goes larger than 18. In 2D distance histogram, for 99 strands of RNA,
361 strands the feature vector places on the boundary of polygon.

is larger than 15. For
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Figure 18- Histogram of

in the 2D energy Model.
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Figure 19 - Histogram of normalized

in the 2D model.

The number of faces for the Newton polytope in the three dimensional model is computed.
Figure 20 demonstrates the histogram of number of faces. This number can range from 5 to more
than 75. More than 58% of RNAs in this dataset produce polytopes with less than 20 faces.
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Figure 20 - Histogram of number of faces of the 3D Polytope.

The last two figures demonstrate the relation between the length of strands and number of vertices in
Newton polytopes.
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Figure 21 - Number of vertices vs. strand length in 3D model.
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Figure 22 - Number of vertices vs. strand length in 2D model.

Conclusion and future work
This thesis started with a review on different RNA secondary structure prediction techniques,
addressing their advantages and drawbacks. Based on these methods and their characteristics,
few gaps and possible ways to improve the field were addressed.
In the next part, the focus was on the inherent limitation of energy model, which makes
achieving high accuracy with the existing methods impossible. The notion of learnability was
introduced to measure the potential of energy models. The necessary condition for a learnable
model was defined, and the required dynamic programming to verify this condition, which works
based on the computation of the Newton polytope of the partition function, was purposed. To
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examine the suggested method, we applied this theory on a 3D energy model, including A-U, CG and G-U counts. For 40% of the input strands, the condition was satisfied. For almost 20% of
the RNAs in the dataset, the condition was not satisfied, but the violation is small. Hence, we
suggest that expanding the energy model may help to satisfy the condition for these RNAs. For
the rest of strands, the necessary condition was violated significantly. These cases are the
subjects of future investigations.
Because of the computation of convex hull in the suggested algorithm, it has an exponential
complexity; however, we hope to decrease this complexity by dimensionality reduction
techniques.
The next step is to investigate the sufficient condition for a set of parameters to be learnable
and the generalization power of a learnable set.
To the best of our knowledge, the introduced approach in [63] is the first systematic way to
analyze the suitability of an energy model, and it can be a beginning point for further research.
Eventually, this method can help to find an optimal set of features, which includes the entire
required sub-structures for the RNA structure prediction. A sufficient number of RNA strands,
which cover all of these features, can be designed and built synthetically to provide us the
necessary thermodynamic measurements, more efficiently.
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Computational RNA secondary structure prediction has been a topic of much research
interest for several decades now. Despite all the progress made in the field, even the state-ofthe-art algorithms do not provide satisfying results, and the accuracy of output is limited for all
the existent tools. Very complex energy models, different parameter estimation methods, and
recent machine learning approaches had not been the answer for this problem. We believe that
the first step to achieve results with high quality is to use the energy model with the potential
for predicting accurate output. Hence, it is necessary to have a systematic way to analyze the
suitability of an energy model. We introduced the notion of learnability to measure this
suitability. A learnable energy model has at least one subset of parameters that can render
every known RNA to date the minimum free energy structure, which means 100% accuracy.
We also found the necessary condition for a model to be learnable and implemented the
dynamic programming based algorithm to asses this condition for a set of RNAs. This
algorithm computes the convex hull of all possible feature vectors for a sequence. With the
partition function as a polynomial, this convex hull is also the Newton polytope of the partition
function. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first systematic approach for evaluating the
inherent capability of an energy model.
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